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INTRODUCTION

The stakes are higher now than ever before in determining the First Amendment protections due government insiders who leak classified information to the press. Prior to the George W. Bush administration, only one person in American history had been successfully prosecuted for such a leak, and only two prosecutions had been brought. The Bush administration placed greater heat on leakers. It successfully prosecuted one leaker and opened investigations against others. The Obama administration turned the heat to levels that are stifling. By the end of its third year, the Administration had initiated six prosecutions, doubling the number previously brought by all past administrations combined.

The rise in prosecutions, coupled with other developments – most notably a series of disclosures from the WikiLeaks website – has brought a renewed focus to the First Amendment status of classified information and those who disseminate it. Most of the attention and concern, however, have centered on the protections due non-governmental third parties who publish information that is leaked to them. A common, albeit not unanimous, refrain among academic commentators is that third-party publishers merit substantial First Amendment protections. Commentators warn, for example, that prosecuting WikiLeaks would open the proverbial door to prosecuting The New York Times or other
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4. For dissenting views to the effect that the press and other third-party leakers merit considerably weaker protection than the conventional wisdom would have it, see, for example, Gabriel Schoenfeld, Has The New York Times Violated the Espionage Act?, COMMENTARY, Mar. 2006; John C. Eastman, Listening to the Enemy: The President’s Power To Conduct Surveillance of Enemy Communications During Time of War, 13 ILSA J. OF INT’L & COMP. L. 49, 57-66 (2006).
traditional news sources that regularly publish classified information. Similar concerns were expressed when the Bush administration brought the first prosecution in history against two government outsiders to whom classified information was leaked. Yet commentators are notably less outspoken on the topic of protecting government insiders who leak information to the press in the first place. There simply has not been much sustained academic focus on the topic. Of the commentary that exists, the common view is that publishers must be strongly protected under the First Amendment, while leakers can be punished with little or no constitutional difficulty. The distinction is said to turn largely on the fact that persons with authorized access to classified information are in special positions of trust and thus have effectively waived protections against prosecution for leaks. To be sure, this argument and related points have their dissenters. Nonetheless, a comprehensive case for providing leakers with substantial First Amendment protections from prosecution remains to be made.


8. See Stone, supra note 7, at 111-113; Lee, supra note 7, at 1486-1489; Werhan, supra note 7, at 1597-1598.


10. While I argued for strong leaker protections in an earlier article, that article focused on protections both for leakers and for third-party publishers. It also was written before the developments of the Obama administration and before some of the important scholarship, to which this essay responds, was published. See generally Heidi Kitrosser, Classified Information Leaks and Free Speech, 2008 U. ILL. L. REV. 881 (2008).
This article argues that, contrary to the conventional wisdom, leakers merit robust First Amendment protections against prosecution. In Part I, the article summarizes the two major arguments against protection. The first, more sweeping position is that all leaks of "classified speech"—meaning the unauthorized conveyance or retention of classified information by anyone, whether a government insider or third-party publisher—are fully or largely unprotected. The second, more nuanced view is that classified speech must be protected when disseminated by third-party publishers, but that government insiders who leak classified information should be little shielded from prosecution. In addition to summarizing these positions as taken in academic and political forums and legal briefs, Part I discusses aspects of the case law that support them.

Part II challenges the views summarized in Part I. It explains that there is widespread consensus that a major concern underlying the First Amendment's speech and press clauses is the need for information flow to support constitutional democracy. Furthermore, the executive branch itself is designed to enable insiders and outsiders to discover and respond to executive misdeeds. The free speech and press clauses are among the mechanisms that support this design. These mechanisms would lose essential meaning if speech could be stripped of most or all First Amendment protection by virtue of its being stamped "classified," or if executive branch insiders—the only persons structurally situated to discover executive misdeeds—were stripped of protection by virtue of their insider status. These theoretical points are very much bolstered by the twin realities of massive over-classification and selective leaks of classified information from the top of the executive branch. Given these realities, a wide discretion to prosecute classified information leaks amounts to a roving commission to punish or chill speech that embarrasses or otherwise displeases high-level executive branch officers. Part II concludes by observing that while aspects of judicial doctrine are helpful to those who champion leaker prosecutions, there is precedent supporting leaker protection.

Part III discusses the doctrinal standards that should apply to punishments of classified information leaks. The complicated constitutional status of government insiders and the potential value and danger of leaks call for delicate calibration. Standards must reflect both the dangers of leaks and those of excessive chilling. They also must reflect the two sides of a leaker's constitutional status: as insider subject to executive control and as source of potentially valuable information. These multiple and conflicting considerations counsel different levels of First Amendment protection depending on whether the leaker is punished by the government in the latter's capacity as employer or whether she is punished through criminal or civil penalties. In the former cases, the government's claim of right over the employee is at its apex, although free speech values also hang in the balance. In such cases, the balancing test developed by the Supreme Court for evaluating employment-based repercussions against government employees should be applied. In the prosecutorial and civil punishment contexts, a higher level of protection is warranted. Courts also
should consider varying the government’s burden with the level of punishment sought in civil and criminal actions.

Part III also addresses objections to calibrating First Amendment protections based on a penalty’s institutional nature or severity. It explains that calibrating by institutional context—that is, by whether one is punished by government in its capacity as employer or as sovereign—is consistent with existing doctrine. What would require new justification is not institutional calibration, but extending government’s leeway to fire or demote to the criminal or civil punishment context. Furthermore, calibration based on an institutional context, on the other hand, is on more tenuous doctrinal and theoretical footing. Part III also explains, nonetheless, that severity-based calibration is not without doctrinal precedent and that it is warranted in at least some cases as a matter of constitutional theory.

Finally, one clarifying point and two notes on this project’s scope are in order. First, this article refers alternately to insider leakers of classified information as “government insiders” or “government employees.” The term employee is used somewhat loosely, as leakers may include government employees, former employees, or contractors who obtained classified information through the access privileges of their positions. Second, this essay does not directly address statutory provisions for punishing leakers. The United States does not have an “official secrets” act that makes it categorically illegal to retain or disseminate classified information. Nonetheless, the breadth and malleability of the Espionage Act—which has been the primary vehicle used to prosecute leaks or publications of classified information—mean that the Act can be interpreted similarly to an official secrets act. The extent of any First Amendment protections must be considered in order to determine whether certain applications of the Act or other existing or future statutes are constitutional. Third, this essay also does not directly consider statutory whistleblower protections. Congress does, of course, have the power to pass such laws, and several such statutes exist. Nonetheless, these statutes leave serious gaps and points of uncertainty for whistleblowers. This is particularly so for national security whistleblowers who handle classified information. More importantly, however comprehensive a set of protections Congress may or may not enact, the First Amendment remains the ultimate protective backstop. As we shall see in Part

11. See, e.g., Kitrosser, What If Daniel Ellsberg Hadn’t Bothered?, supra note 2, at 107-108 and sources cited therein; Harold Edgar & Benno C. Schmidt, Jr., Curtiss-Wright Comes Home: Executive Power and National Security Secrecy, 21 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 349, 395-396 (1986) (noting that “[t]he legislative history of §§793(d) and (e) of the Act ‘indicates that Congress did not understand them to criminalize conduct engaged in for publication purposes. But how they can be narrowed to effectuate this understanding is a mystery’”).

III, courts should consider statutory or regulatory whistleblower provisions in applying the relevant First Amendment standards to particular facts. Where a leaker bypasses statutory whistleblower procedures, for example, courts may consider that fact in determining the objective reasonableness of the leaker’s belief that her leak would serve the public interest and that it would cause little harm. The inquiry also should take into account the adequacy of the statutory procedures. This is a very different thing, however, from the view that statutory or regulatory procedures can substitute for the protections of the First Amendment.\(^\text{13}\)

I. THE TWO MAJOR CATEGORIES OF ARGUMENT AGAINST PROTECTING LEAKERS

A. A Broad-Brush Approach: Classified Information Leaks, Conveyances, or Retentions Merit Little or No First Amendment Protection

1. Executive Branch Legal Positions, Public and Academic Commentary

In seeking to prosecute insider leaks or possession or – in the case of the George W. Bush administration – third-party transmittal of classified information, the Obama, Bush, and Reagan administrations have argued that such prosecutions do not implicate the First Amendment in any way. For example, the Obama administration argued in prosecuting alleged leaker Thomas Drake that “[a] restriction upon the retention of classified documents is an inhibition of action, not protected free speech.”\(^\text{14}\) In the alternative, the Administration argued that even if the possession of such documents is speech, it is speech “integral to criminal conduct” and thus unprotected.\(^\text{15}\)

As if anticipating the Obama administration’s first two arguments, the Bush administration argued in United States v. Rosen that even third-party, oral dissemination of classified information is not speech and warrants no First Amendment protection.\(^\text{16}\) The Administration deemed classified information property, and its unauthorized dissemination pure theft.\(^\text{17}\) Alternatively, the Administration urged that even if such transmission constitutes speech, it is categorically unprotected speech because it is classified and “relates to the national defense.”\(^\text{18}\) The Reagan administration also appears – extrapolating from court opinions in United States v. Morison – to have made arguments very

\(^{13}\) In Garcetti v. Ceballos, the Court came uncomfortably close to embracing just such a substitution rationale in the limited context of government employee speech that constitutes a part of the employee’s job. See Garcetti v. Ceballos, 547 U.S. 410, 425-426 (2006).


\(^{15}\) Id.


\(^{17}\) Id.

\(^{18}\) Id. at 34.
similar to those later employed in the Bush and Obama administrations. That is, in prosecuting Samuel Morison for leaking classified information to the press, the Administration apparently argued that Morison had engaged in no speech, but instead had committed theft.

The premise that classified leaks—and even third-party publications—are non-speech crimes, or at minimum that classification status is conclusive on the issue whether speech is too dangerous to disclose, also is manifest in much public and political discourse. For example, some politicians and public commentators deem employees who leak classified information, and media figures that publish the information, akin to enemy combatants, terrorists, or traitors; some have even called for such persons to be executed. The same premise underlying these dramatic statements was manifest in Senator Joe Lieberman’s successful call for Internet service providers “hosting WikiLeaks to immediately terminate [their] relationship with them,” and in related boycotts of WikiLeaks by credit card companies and other service providers.

20. Morison, 844 F.2d at 1077.
A somewhat less radical premise, but one conducive to similar conclusions, is that the President – acting either directly or through the many executive branch subordinates to whom the power to classify information is delegated – must have the final word as to when speech is too dangerous to be disclosed. From this perspective, it need not necessarily be the case that classified speech is not speech, or that all classified information truly is too dangerous to disclose. Rather, in an imperfect world of imperfect decision-making, someone must make the final call as to when information is too dangerous to disclose, and that person is the President, whether acting directly or through subordinates. To proponents of this view, including some academic commentators, this is the case either because the presidency is the institution most competent to have the final word, or because the Constitution demands that he have this authority, or both.\(^2\)

2. Doctrinal Support

This section discusses doctrinal support for the position that conveying or retaining classified information without authorization, however and by whomever, warrants little if any First Amendment protection. In short, this sub-section analyzes support in the case law for the notion that classified information carries a very different constitutional status than virtually any other type of information or speech about government or public policy. For adherents to this view, the rigorous judicial safeguards that the First Amendment would otherwise demand when speech is punished for its content simply do not apply in the classified information context.

The Supreme Court has decided no cases that directly involve prosecutions for leaking or publishing classified information. Nonetheless, some statements by the Court and individual Justices in related cases reflect the view that classification may effectively remove, or substantially diminish, any First Amendment protections that would otherwise attach to those who disseminate information. For example, while the Court famously refused, in *New York Times Co. v. United States*, to authorize an injunction to stop *The New York Times* from publishing the Pentagon Papers, three members of the Court suggested in concurrences that post-publication criminal punishment of *The New York Times* might be permissible, and three members dissented on the ground that they would have granted a prior restraint.\(^24\) In a dissenting opinion joined by Chief


\(^{24}\) *N.Y. Times Co. v. United States*, 403 U.S. 713, 714 (1971) (per curiam) (denying government request for prior restraint); *id.* at 730-731, 733 (White, J., concurring) (concurring – in an opinion by Justice White joined by Justice Stewart – “only because of the concededly extraordinary protection against prior restraints” and noting that newspapers will not be “immune from criminal action” if they proceed to publish the documents that the government sought to restrain); *id.* at 743 (Marshall, J., concurring) (noting that “we are not faced with a situation where Congress has failed to provide the Executive with broad power to protect the Nation from disclosure of damaging state secrets,” as
Justice Burger and Justice Blackmun, Justice Harlan deemed the judiciary’s role in reviewing the executive’s judgment on foreign affairs, including whether to suppress information, “very narrowly restricted.”

In the 1980 case of *Snepp v. United States*, the Supreme Court upheld a contract whereby former CIA agent Frank Snepp had agreed to submit any writings about the CIA to the agency for pre-publication review. The Court also approved a constructive trust against proceeds garnered by Snepp for writings not submitted for review. While the *Snepp* Court emphasized the existence of a contractual agreement, it also placed much weight on the review’s purpose to protect classified information. The Court explained that “[w]hen a former agent relies on his own judgment about what information is detrimental, he may reveal information that the CIA – with its broader understanding of what may expose classified information and confidential sources – could have identified as harmful.” The Court suggested that the government’s interest would be much less significant were the information unclassified. Indeed, some lower courts have cited *Snepp* for the proposition that “[t]he government has no legitimate interest in censoring unclassified materials,” and, thus, “‘may not censor such material, contractually or otherwise.’” For the *Snepp* court and lower courts, then, the fact that information is classified greatly enhances the government’s constitutional power to control its dissemination through contractual conditions of employment.

This theme is echoed in some other lower court opinions. Indeed, in the only federal appellate court opinion to rule directly on the constitutionality of prosecuting leakers, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, in *United States v. Morison*, characterized an employee’s leak of satellite photos to the press as pure theft. It deemed no “First Amendment rights . . . implicated” by his prosecution. Judge Russell’s 1988 opinion for the court in that case relied heavily on Morison’s position as a government employee who had signed

---

25. *Id.* at 756 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
27. *Id.* at 512.
28. *Wilson v. CIA*, 586 F.3d 171, 185 (2d Cir. 2009) (quoting *McGehee v. Casey*, 718 F.2d 1309, 1313 (D.C. Cir. 1983) and citing *Snepp*, 444 U.S. at 513 n.8, for the proposition that “[i]f in fact information is unclassified or in the public domain, neither the CIA nor foreign agencies would be concerned”); see also *Snepp*, 444 U.S. at 511 (“the government does not deny – as a general principle – Snepp’s right to publish unclassified information”); *McGehee*, 718 F.2d at 1141 (quoting *United States v. Marchetti*, 466 F.2d 1309, 1313 (4th Cir. 1972) and citing *Snepp*, 444 U.S. at 513 n.8, for the proposition that unclassified information may not be restricted by contract or otherwise); cf. *Weaver v. U.S. Information Agency*, 87 F.3d 1429, 1435-1436, 1442 n.4 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (deeming review requirement for unclassified information acceptable because it does not entail punishments for unapproved publications, indicating that serious First Amendment problems would exist were punishments imposed).
30. *Id.*
non-disclosure forms. Yet the opinion also rested implicitly on the special status of classified information and the executive’s control of the same. Among the cases invoked at length by Judge Russell were *Snepp* and an earlier Fourth Circuit case, *United States v. Marchetti*. Like *Snepp*, *Marchetti* had involved a former CIA employee’s pre-publication clearance agreement. As the *Snepp* Court would later do, the *Marchetti* court emphasized that the executive branch’s control over employee speech is substantially heightened in the context of classified information, given the President’s constitutional authority to keep secrets and protect national security. Indeed, the *Marchetti* court stated that the First Amendment would preclude equivalent restraints on government employees “with respect to information which is unclassified or officially disclosed.”

Finally, three recent district court opinions provide partial support for those who deem classified information unprotected or substantially less protected than other speech. In rejecting Thomas Drake’s motion to dismiss the government’s indictment against him for allegedly leaking classified information, the U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland, which sits within the Fourth Circuit, cited its circuit’s controlling precedent in *United States v. Morison*. The *Drake* Court cited *Morison* for the proposition that the statute under which Drake was prosecuted was not overbroad in violation of the First Amendment, as Drake remained free under it to discuss unclassified information.

Two opinions of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia – also within the Fourth Circuit – in *United States v. Rosen* are somewhat more mixed in assessing the First Amendment protections due third parties who disseminate leaked information. On the one hand, a 2006 opinion issued in response to the defendants’ motion to dismiss the indictment on First Amendment grounds suggested that classification might effectively be decisive in making speech punishable. Yet a subsequent opinion softened the potential extremity of the earlier one. Among other things, the second opinion, issued in February 2009, clarified that the jury must independently determine if the Espionage Act’s criteria for illegal communications are met. It explained:

> Evidence that information is classified is, at most, evidence that the government intended that the designated information be closely held. Yet, evidence that information is classified is not conclusive on this point ... Further, the government’s classification decision is inadmissible hearsay on the second

---

31. Id. at 1069-1070.
32. Marchetti, 466 F.2d at 1312, 1315-1318.
33. Id. at 1313; see also id. at 1317 (“We would decline enforcement of the secrecy oath ... to the extent that it purports to prevent disclosure of unclassified information.”)
prong of the... [statutory definition of national defense information,] namely whether unauthorized disclosure might potentially damage the United States or an enemy of the United States.\textsuperscript{37}

Still, the February 2009 opinion marks a far cry from the First Amendment protections ordinarily applied when speech is prosecuted as a threat to national security. Ordinarily – that is, at least where speech does not include classified information – speech can be punished as a threat to national security only when it is intended and is likely to cause imminent illegal activity.\textsuperscript{38}

\section*{B. A Finer-Grained Approach: Even If Third-Party Publishers Are Protected, Leakers Ought Not To Be}

\subsection*{1. An Overview of Major Arguments to the Effect that Insider Status Removes or Substantially Diminishes Protection}

From the view that classified information warrants little or no protection, it follows that neither third-party publications nor insider leaks to the press warrant much, if any, protection. Yet the more common position takes a mixed approach – namely, government insiders who leak classified information warrant little or no constitutional protection, while third-party publishers who publish leaked information must be strongly protected.\textsuperscript{39} This mixed approach starts from the premise that classified information is speech that warrants full protection when conveyed by one not in a position of trust with respect to it. Yet that premise is joined by one or two other premises. One additional premise is that persons who access classified information by virtue of an employment or contractual relationship with the government are in positions of trust with respect to that information. As such, they have waived much if not all of their constitutional rights to convey it.\textsuperscript{40} The second premise is that the mixed approach is a necessary, if inescapably chaotic, means to balance free speech and free press interests against the executive’s duty to guard national security. Professor Geoffrey Stone articulated the latter premise in recent congressional testimony:\textsuperscript{41}

\begin{quote}
This [mixed approach] is surely a “disorderly situation,” but it seems the best possible solution. If we grant the government too much power to punish those who disseminate information useful to public debate, then we risk too great a sacrifice of public deliberation; if we grant the government too little power to
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{37} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{39} See supra note 7.
\textsuperscript{40} See supra note 8.
control confidentiality “at the source,” then we risk too great a sacrifice of secrecy and government efficiency. The solution is thus to reconcile the opposing values of secrecy and accountability by guaranteeing both a strong authority of the government to prohibit leaks and an expansive right of other[s] to disseminate them.42

2. Doctrinal Support for According Insiders Little or No Protection

As we have seen, there is very little case law directly addressing leaker protections from prosecution. Yet in the one such federal appellate court opinion and in cases involving pre-publication review, the concept of waiver figures prominently. In Morison, Judge Russell’s opinion for the Court emphasized that Morison had committed theft by stealing classified photographs to which he had special access as a security-cleared employee of the Navy. The opinion also stressed that Morison had agreed, as a condition of his employment and security clearance, not to disclose classified information without authorization.43 And in Snepp, the Supreme Court deemed Snepp’s employment relationship with the CIA to have “involved an extremely high degree of trust.”44 The trust relationship was made explicit, said the Court, in the pre-publication-review agreement that Snepp signed.45 Most importantly, the Court stressed that the remedy it approved—a constructive trust on Snepp’s proceeds—was perfectly tailored to Snepp’s “fiduciary and contractual” breaches.46

Waiver themes invoked by courts in other contexts also have been drawn upon by courts addressing classified information leaks. In the 2009 decision Wilson v. CIA, the Second Circuit upheld Valerie Plame Wilson’s pre-publication agreement with the CIA as applied to stop the publication of information that, while public knowledge, remained classified.47 In so holding, the Court cited the 1995 case of United States v. Aguilar.48 In Aguilar, the Supreme Court upheld the conviction of a federal judge for revealing the fact of

42. Espionage Act and the Legal and Constitutional Issues Raised by Wikileaks, Hearing Before the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 111th Cong. 19-20 (2010) (statement of Geoffrey R. Stone, Professor and Former Dean, University of Chicago Law School). Professor Stone cited the work of Alexander Bickel, who first invoked the phrase “disorderly situation” to make a very closely related point. ALEXANDER M. BICKEL, THE MORALITY OF CONSENT 80 (1975). Bickel did not spell out his view on the prosecution of government leakers in particular. He did, however, embrace the general proposition that “government may guard mightily against ... leaks, and yet must suffer them if they occur.” He endorsed, in short, an “adversary game between press and government,” although he did not specify whether leaker prosecutions are among the legitimate means by which the government may “guard mightily against ... leaks.” Id. at 80; see also Lillian R. BeVier, An Informed Public, An Informing Press: The Search for a Constitutional Principle, 68 CAL. L. REV. 482, 512-515 (1980) (endorsing Bickel’s notion of a “contest” between government and press, though without specifying the place of leaker prosecutions in the contest).

43. Morison, 844 F.2d at 1068-1069.
44. Snepp, 444 U.S. at 510.
45. Id. at 510-511.
46. Id. at 515-516.
47. Wilson v. CIA, 586 F.3d 171, 174 (2d Cir. 2009).
48. Id.
a wiretap order to its subject. The Wilson Court cited Aguilar for the proposition that:

when a government employee "voluntarily assume[s] a duty of confidentiality, governmental restrictions on disclosure are not subject to the same stringent standards that would apply to efforts to impose restrictions on unwilling members of the public."50

And in 2011, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, rejecting Stephen Kim's motion to dismiss his criminal leak prosecution, cited the D.C. Circuit's decision in Boehner v. McDermott.51 Specifically, it cited the Boehner court's view that pursuant to Aguilar, "those who accept positions of trust involving a duty not to disclose information they lawfully acquire while performing their responsibilities have no First Amendment right to disclose that information."52

Some commentators deem another line of judicial precedent – that involving the free speech protections due government employees against termination or other employment-based discipline – bad news for leakers seeking protection from prosecution. In these cases – sometimes referred to as the Pickering line of cases after the earliest in the series, Pickering v. Board of Education – the Court established that government employees sometimes are protected from being fired or disciplined for speech on matters of public concern. To determine whether an employee may be punished in a given case, courts must balance "the interests of the [employee], as a citizen, in commenting upon matters of public concern and the interest of the State, as an employer, in promoting the efficiency of the public services it performs through its employees."53 In the 2006 case of Garcetti v. Ceballos, the Court clarified that these protections do not apply to speech "made pursuant to the employee's official duties."54 At least one academic commentator interprets Garcetti to mean that employees who leak classified information have no First Amendment protection from prosecution because they accessed the information as a result of their government employment.55 Another commentator concludes that the Pickering balance applies to classified information leaks, but that the result is a broad government leeway to punish leaks through discharge or criminal prosecution.56

50. Wilson, 586 F.3d at 183.
52. Id.
55. Vladeck, supra note 9, at 1534-1535, 1540-1541.
commentator does, however, consider leaks that reveal illegal government conduct protected under *Pickering* balancing. 57

II. THE CASE FOR SUBSTANTIALLY PROTECTING LEAKERS FROM PROSECUTION

A. Constitutional Text, Structure, and Principle

This section counters, as a matter of constitutional first principle, the major arguments against leaker protections. The constitutional cases for protecting third-party publishers and for protecting insider leakers are deeply intertwined. For instance, the executive branch is deliberately structured to help ensure that the public will learn of executive abuses and incompetence. One aspect of this design is an appointments process meant to filter out sycophants who would conspire to hide presidential misdoings. As this example reflects, constitutional mechanisms for funneling important inside information to the public cannot so neatly be separated from protections for the very insiders who leak such information against their superiors' wishes. This section thus explains why both classified speech generally, and leaked information from government insiders about national security and public policy in particular, presumptively merit robust constitutional protections.

The First Amendment provides that "Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press." 58 Given the vagueness of the phrase "freedom of speech," commentators and courts long have sought to discern its underlying principles and apply them to concrete cases. 59 Notwithstanding the occasional exception, 60 even self-described originalists generally do not target the free speech or press clauses as vessels for narrow founding era expectations as to how the clauses would be applied. Indeed, the view—which is prominent and longstanding though by no means undisputed—that the clauses originally

57. *Id.* ("Applying the *Pickering* standard, the government has no legitimate interest in keeping secret its own illegality, and the public has a compelling interest in the disclosure of such information"). Similarly, some lower court opinions deem *Snepp* to have implicitly applied *Pickering* balancing to classified information leaks. See, e.g., *Weaver v. United States Information Agency*, 87 F.3d 1429, 1439-1443 (D.C. Cir. 1996); *id.* at 1439-1440 (citing Zook v. Brown, 865 F.2d 887 (7th Cir. 1989)).

58. U.S. CONST. amend. I.


60. One notable exception is found in a recent dissenting opinion by Justice Thomas. There, he invoked the founders' child-rearing practices to conclude that the First Amendment today protects neither the right of minors to see or hear speech that their parents do not wish for them nor the right of speakers to convey such speech to minors. See *Brown v. Entm't Merchs.* Ass'n., 131 S.Ct. 2729, 2751-2761 (2011) (Thomas, J., dissenting).
were meant predominantly to protect against prior restraints, has had no directly restrictive impact on modern free speech doctrine or commentary. Instead, arguments about free speech long have centered on debates over the broad principle or principles underlying that clause and how to apply the same.

The quest to identify free speech principles has captured the attention of countless scholars over many decades and engendered much disagreement. Nonetheless, there is at least one point of virtual unanimity: whatever else the freedom of speech may encompass, it undoubtedly includes a right to convey information and opinion about government. This point also encompasses—sometimes implicitly and sometimes explicitly—the notion that such communications are means to oversee and check government.

Protecting speech that helps to facilitate and check self-government indeed is a central purpose of the free speech and free press clauses from the perspectives of constitutional structure and principle more broadly. The speech and press clauses naturally should be read in conjunction with the larger document of which they form a part. As I detail in other work, a major feature of that document’s separated powers system is its scheme for containing executive energy. While the executive is designed to have energetic capacities—including a capacity to keep secrets—it is also structured to maximize the chances that abuses of those capacities will be detected and remedied. Indeed, Federalist proponents of ratification routinely assured Americans that the fact of a single President—as opposed to a multi-member body—would enable the President to act with energy while facilitating the ready detection of his misdeeds. For example, in the same essay of The Federalist in which Alexander

61. See Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697, 713-714 (1931) (statement of this conventional view); see Jeffrey A. Smith, Printers and Press Freedom 164 (1988) (description and rejection of the strongest version of this view—that the free press clause “meant freedom only from . . . prior restraint”); see also id. at 4-13.

62. To the extent that the view influences doctrine, it does so by contributing to the very strong presumption against prior restraints on speech. See Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697, 713-716 (1931). It has not, however, resulted directly in limits on protections against other types of restrictions.

63. See supra note 35. Each of these works deems such speech either central to the First Amendment’s purpose, or encompassed in a broader free speech value or set of values.

64. The seminal work on the checking value in First Amendment theory is Professor Blasi’s article of that title. See Blasi, supra note 59. In addition to detailing the checking value, the article explores the value’s relationship to other major theories of free speech value. Id. at 548, 553-554, 557-565.

65. This would be true in any event, but it is particularly so in light of the historical backdrop against which the First Amendment was created. Federalists had issued assurances that Congress lacked the power, under Article I of the original Constitution, to regulate speech or the press. Anti-Federalists disputed that these freedoms were adequately protected by Article I and insisted that the Constitution be revised to protect them explicitly. There thus was a consensus in debates on the original document that the document either did or must protect speech and press. See, e.g., David A. Anderson, The Origins of the Press Clause, 30 UCLA L. REV. 455, 467-475 (1983).

Hamilton boasted of a single President's energetic capacities, Hamilton hastened to add that such unity gives "the people... the opportunity of discovering with facility and clearness the misconduct of the persons they trust, in order either to their removal from office or to their actual punishment in cases which admit of it."67 Similarly, a ratification proponent wrote in the *Virginia Independent Chronicle* that "secrecy and dispatch" will attach to the unitary presidential office and also championed the fact that "[t]he United States are the scrutinizing spectators of [the President's] conduct, and he will, always, be the distinguished object of political jealousy."68 The free speech and free press clauses fit like puzzle pieces into this constitutional design. Without broad freedoms to gather and disseminate information from within the executive branch, the larger structure would crumble.

That the First Amendment serves in part to contain executive power is in no way undermined by its framing as a directive to Congress. A core means by which the Constitution contains executive energy is that it grants the lawmaking power to Congress alone.69 It does not accord the President prerogatives to restrain speech unilaterally. It thus would have been nonsensical for the First Amendment to admonish the President to "make no law..." Indeed, Anti-Federalists made clear their fears that Congress would pass speech-restrictive laws absent textual guarantees of free speech and a free press.70 Such fears would not have applied to the President, who had no lawmaking power.

The history underlying the speech and press clauses confirms their role in supporting the larger constitutional structure. For example, the American colonists were deeply influenced by a series of British essays published in the 1720s under the pseudonym "Cato." In Essay Number 15, Cato wrote:

> Whoever would overthrow the Liberty of a Nation must begin by subduing the Freeness of Speech; a thing terrible to publick Traytors.

> That Men ought to speak well of their Governours, is true, while their Governours deserve to be well spoken of, but to do publick Mischief without Hearing of it is only the Prerogative and Felicity of Tyranny... Freedom of Speech is the great Bulwark of Liberty; they prosper and Die together... Freedom of Speech therefore being of such infinite importance to the Preservation of Liberty; every one who loves liberty ought to encourage Freedom of Speech.71

---

70. See *supra* note 41.
Cato's "bulwark of liberty" language was repeated often by Americans both before and after the Revolution in explaining the necessity of a free press and free speech. Eighteenth-century Americans also consumed, penned, and circulated similar sentiments. For instance, shortly before the Revolution, "hoping to make allies of the settlers in Quebec, [the Continental Congress] approved a declaration explaining to the northern neighbors the goals of the American endeavor:

The last right we shall mention, regards the freedom of the press. The importance of this consists, besides the advancement of truth, science, morality, and arts in general, in its diffusion of liberal sentiments on the administration of Government, in its ready communication of thoughts between subjects, and its consequential promotion of union among them, whereby oppressive officers are shamed or intimidated, into more honourable and just modes of conducting affairs.

In the constitutional ratification process, the role of speech and press freedoms as pillars of democracy and the rule of law were acknowledged alike by Federalists—who insisted that the original Constitution implicitly protected speech and press—and Anti-Federalists—who demanded the explicit textual protection that became the First Amendment. Those who went on to "draft[] the First Amendment," like "their mentors . . . placed great emphasis on the role free expression can play in guarding against breaches of trust by public officials." In short, there was no dispute among members of the founding generation that government oversight was among the most important ends of free speech and a free press.

The First Amendment's promise would be empty indeed if its protections did not extend to information that the President wishes to keep secret. This includes information from government insiders, who alone are structurally situated to reveal it. Indeed, Federalists and Anti-Federalists alike, in the framing and ratification debates, deemed it crucial that the presidential office be designed to prevent insiders from hiding executive misconduct. Federalists boasted that by declining to annex a council to the President through Article II, they had deprived the President of a group that would eagerly do his bidding and hide his

72. Some recent scholarship concludes that as a matter of original meaning, "the press" referred to the printing press, which was the only technology of the time whereby the written word could be disseminated en masse. In England, control of this technology had been an extremely effective form of censorship. See, e.g., Eugene Volokh, Freedom for the Press as an Industry, or the Press as a Technology? From the Framing to Today, 160 U. PENN. L. REV. 459, 462 (2011); Edward Lee, Freedom of the Press 2.0, 42 GA. L. REV. 309, 316, 328-330, 339-352 (2008).
73. See, e.g., Anderson, supra note 65 at 463, 473, 478, 491-493 (for reference to American uses of the "bulwark of liberty" language).
74. See, e.g., Blasi, supra note 59 at 530-535.
76. Id. at 467-475, 490-491.
77. Blasi, supra note 59, at 527.
secrets. Anti-Federalists, on the other hand, insisted that the department heads would form a de facto council to play a sycophantic, secret-keeping role on the President’s behalf.

One constitutional supporter urged that: "The executive power is better to be trusted when it has no screen. Sir, we have a responsibility in the person of our President; he cannot act improperly, and hide either his negligence, or inattention; he cannot roll upon any other person the weight of his criminality." Another observed:

It has . . . been objected, that a Council of State ought to have been assigned the President. The want of it, is, in my apprehension, a perfection rather than a blemish. What purpose would such a Council answer, but that of diminishing, or annihilating the responsibility annexed to the character of the President. From the superiority of his talents, or the superior dignity of his place, he would probably acquire an undue influence over, and might induce a majority of them to advise measures injurious to the welfare of the States, at the same time that he would have the means of sheltering himself from impeachment, under that majority.  

Alexander Hamilton went further, boasting that the President not only would lack a council behind which to hide, but that his appointed subordinates would be unlikely to shield his bad acts. Appointees selected by the President and a council, Hamilton reasoned, would “possess[] the necessary insignificance and pliancy to render them the obsequious instruments of [the President’s] pleasure.” Yet this unhappy state of affairs would far less likely follow, he predicted, from appointments contingent on Senate approval.

Anti-Federalist George Mason argued, on the other hand, that:

The President of the United States has no Constitutional Council (a thing unknown in any safe and regular government) he will therefore be unsupported by proper information and advice; and will generally be directed by Minions and Favourites . . . or a Council of State will grow out of the principal officers of the great departments; the worst and most dangerous of all ingredients for such a Council, in a free country; for they may be induced to join in any dangerous or oppressive measures, to shelter themselves, and prevent an inquiry into their own misconduct in office.

Another council proponent evinced similar concerns, noting that “the supreme executive powers ought to have been placed in the president, with a small
independent council made personally responsible for every appointment to office or other act, by having their opinions recorded.\textsuperscript{82}

While the founders disagreed on the means to ensure executive accountability and to protect against self-serving secrecy, all agreed that these were crucial goals. Their shared idea – that the executive’s energetic capacities must be checked through internal and external mechanisms to bring to light executive misbehavior – is manifest not only in historical materials, but throughout the text and structure of Articles I and II of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{83}

It is deeply antithetical to these constitutional principles for the executive to have free reign to muzzle employees or third parties simply by deeming categories of information off limits. This is not to say that there are no countervailing factors that favor executive information control. It is only to say that the latter are not the only values in the constitutional balance. Of equal constitutional weight is the value of information and informed opinion from government insiders.

\textbf{B. Theory Meets Reality: The Classification System}

Of course, it is not enough to recite constitutional principles in the abstract. Ultimately, these abstractions must be applied to facts in the real world. This brings us back to the information classification system. Specifically, it brings us to the question of whether classification justifies a weaker level of First Amendment protection than constitutional principles would otherwise dictate for speech involving inside information about government. The answer is no, for reasons both logical and empirical. Logically, free speech principles demand that executive inclinations to punish speech about the executive be checked by forces independent of the executive. Nor does it suffice to leave the extent of such checks to Congress’s discretion. After all, the First Amendment explicitly limits Congress’s lawmaking power in the realms of speech and press. Beyond the obvious textual statute, that deem speech punishable in part or in whole for its classified status, where classification decisions are matters of executive discretion, effectively place the First Amendment status of government information in the hands of the executive.

Experience confirms that the political branches are woefully inadequate at self-policing against overreach in the classification system. The President largely determines classification policy unilaterally, through executive orders that can change between administrations.\textsuperscript{84} Furthermore, the application of these broad policies is delegated to an enormous number of government employees and

\textsuperscript{82} Supra note 78, at 635.

\textsuperscript{83} See, e.g., Heidi Kitrosser, \textit{Macro-Transparency} at 1167-1168; see also Heidi Kitrosser, \textit{Accountability: Transparency, Executive Power, and the U.S. Constitution} (forthcoming 2013) (Chapter 3).

contractors. At present, well over a million persons have such authority. Of these, 2,378 persons had “original classification” authority as of the end of fiscal year 2010.85 The average number of original classifiers between fiscal years 1980 and 2008 was 5,400.86 Original classifiers are “authorized to determine what information, if disclosed without authorization, could reasonably be expected to cause damage to national security.”87 Additionally, original classifiers create classification guides. Such guides are instructions for “derivative classifiers.” A guide “is a set of instructions . . . which identifies elements of information regarding a specific subject that must be classified and establishes the level and duration of classification for each such element.”88 The remaining several million persons with classification authority are derivative classifiers.89 In theory, derivative classifiers lack policy discretion because their decisions are derived from original classification decisions.90 In actuality, determining what is derivative of already classified information—short of exact replicas of the latter—itself entails discretion. This is particularly so where the basis for derivative classification is the following of classification guides.

Given this background, it is not surprising that experts across the political spectrum long have acknowledged rampant overclassification. J. William Leonard, the former director of the Information Security Oversight Office in the George W. Bush administration, acknowledges a problem of “excessive classification.” Leonard says that he has “seen information classified that [he’s] also seen published in third-grade textbooks.”91 At a 2004 congressional hearing, both Leonard and Carol A. Haave, then the Defense Department’s Undersecretary for Intelligence, estimated that “probably about half of all classified information is overclassified.”92 In 1991, Rodney B. McDaniel, who had been Executive Secretary of the National Security Council in the Reagan administration, esti-

---

86. INFO. SEC. OVERSIGHT OFFICE, 2009 REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT 4 (2010) [hereinafter ISOO 2009 Report]; see also ISOO 2010 Report, supra note 85, at 2, 4-5 (discussing recent downward trend in number of original classification authorities).
87. ISOO 2010 ISOO Report, supra note 85, at 4.
88. Id. at 8.
89. Precise numbers of derivative classifiers are not recorded given the fluid means by which they are designated. A 1997 Report of the Commission on Protecting and Reducing Government Secrecy estimated that “three million government and industry employees . . . have the ability to mark information as classified.” S.Doc. No. 105-2, supra note 84, at 31.
90. ISOO 2010 Report, supra note 85, at 8.
mated that "only 10% of classification was for 'legitimate protection of secrets.'"\(^9\) Former New Jersey governor and 9/11 Commission Chairman Thomas Kean has said that "three-quarters of the classified material [I] reviewed for the [9/11] Commission should not have been classified in the first place."\(^9\) The Moynihan Commission, led by Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan in the 1990s to study government secrecy, observed in its 1997 report that "[t]he classification system... is used too often to deny the public an understanding of the policymaking process, rather than for the necessary protection of intelligence activities and other highly sensitive matters."\(^9\) And Erwin N. Griswold, former Solicitor General under President Richard M. Nixon, deemed it "apparent to any person who has considerable experience with classified material that there is massive overclassification and that the principal concern of the classifiers is not with national security, but rather with governmental embarrassment of one sort or another."\(^9\) Statistics give an additional sense of the classification system's reach. As noted above, there presently are well over a million persons with some form of classification authority.\(^9\) The number of new classification decisions – including combined original and derivative decisions to classify – averaged 16.1 million per year from FY 1996 through FY 2009.\(^9\)

Coupled with over-classification is the widespread practice of selective, "authorized" leaking from the top.\(^9\) The White House orchestrates leaks so frequently as to have spawned the well worn joke that "the ship of state is the only vessel that leaks from the top."\(^9\) By selectively leaking only self-serving information, an administration can steer public sentiment in its favor. Administrations also leak information as "trial balloons to test public reaction to policy options without formally committing to them."\(^9\) Theodore Roosevelt is cred-

---

\(^9\) Id. at 84 (statement of Thomas S. Blanton, National Security Archive, George Washington University) (citing statement of Rodney McDaniel).


\(^9\) S. Doc. No. 105-2, supra note 84, at xxi.


\(^9\) Supra note 89.

\(^9\) ISOO 2009 Report, supra note 86, at 9. For the classification statistics from FY 2010 and comparisons between them and earlier years' numbers, see ISOO 2010 Report, supra note 85, at 8-12.


\(^9\) This quote has been attributed to journalist James Reston. See David E. Rosenbaum, First a Leak, Then a Predictable Pattern, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 3, 2003, at A16.

CALIBRATING PROTECTIONS FOR LEAKERS

ited as the original master of strategic leaking from the White House. Yet Roosevelt was hardly the last to employ this technique. The four most recent books of journalist Bob Woodward alone are “filled with classified information that [Woodward] could only have received from the top of the government” in the Obama and George W. Bush administrations. Given the ubiquity of leaks from the top and the enormous number of secrets kept by the government, “leaks of classified information, including classified national security information, have become one of the primary ways the government communicates information to the public.”

Given the twin realities of massive over-classification and widespread selective leaks from the top, a broad executive discretion to prosecute classified information leaks is a powerful means for the executive—both through actual prosecutions and through fear of the same—to manipulate information flow. Such discretion can generate a deeply slanted chilling effect. Those who leak information that paints an administration in a bad light have much to fear in an environment where prosecutions occur or are threatened regularly.

These realities complement the theoretical problems of any scheme that enables the executive to qualify First Amendment protections for speech about itself. Such a scheme is profoundly in tension with a constitutional structure designed to ensure executive accountability and to do so partly through free speech and a free press.

C. Confronting the Doctrine

Leakers who seek constitutional protection must, of course, confront judicial precedent. As we have seen, there are aspects of existing doctrine that bode poorly for leakers. Leakers can respond to these doctrinal elements with the following four points. First, much of the precedent can be limited to the facts. For example, despite some sweeping statements in the Fourth Circuit’s opinion for the Court in Morison, two of the three panel judges indicated that some classified leak prosecutions might raise serious First Amendment problems. This argument is elaborated in C.1. below. Second, where courts have leeway either to depart from or narrowly interpret precedent—for example, the Fourth Circuit could overrule Morison, courts outside of the Fourth Circuit could choose not to follow it, and district courts within the Fourth Circuit could decline to extend it beyond its facts—courts should do so. They should do so partly in light of the constitutional arguments from first principles articulated above. Additionally, they should do so in light of the third point, which is that a

102. See, e.g., Kielbowicz, supra note 101, at 444; Papandrea, supra note 12, at 236.
104. Papandrea, supra note 12, at 236.
wide swath of First Amendment precedent itself comports with the arguments from first principles. This third point is addressed in C.2 below. Fourth and finally, leakers and publishers at minimum should argue that the political branches—both Congress in passing legislation and the executive branch in exercising prosecutorial discretion—ought to act in a manner consistent with constitutional first principles and with the protective elements of judicial doctrine, as described below in C.2.

1. The Limits of Anti-Leaker Aspects of Doctrine

   a. The Limits of Doctrinal Suggestions to the Effect that Classified Speech Deserves Little Protection

As we have seen, there is an important strain of thought in the case law to the effect that classified information deserves far less protection than unclassified speech. The limited doctrinal reach of this reasoning stems partly from its scarcity. Many questions simply have not been decided by any federal court, or have been decided only by a single federal appellate court. Furthermore, of the few relevant judicial opinions, some are careful to note that greater protections might be warranted under different circumstances.105

As we have seen, the only federal appellate court to rule directly on the constitutionality of prosecuting classified leaks or publications was the Fourth Circuit in United States v. Morison. There, the court considered Samuel Morison’s prosecution for leaking classified satellite photos to the press.106 Judge Russell’s opinion for the court contained statements to the effect that the case involved pure theft and implicated no First Amendment rights.107 Nonetheless, two of the three panel judges concurred separately to make clear their view that the prosecution did implicate the First Amendment.108 And while both concurring judges embraced a deferential role for the judiciary, the extent of deference prescribed by either—and thus agreed upon by a majority of the Morison court—is unclear. Concurring Judge Wilkinson suggested that very strong deference is in order, as the alternative “would be grave.”109 Yet he also expressed confidence that sources who reveal very important stories, such as “corruption, scandal, and incompetence in the defense establishment,” were unlikely to be prosecuted or convicted, and that if they were, the situation could be “cured through case-by-case [judicial] analysis of the fact situations.”110 Concurring Judge Phillips endorsed “Judge Wilkinson’s . . . view that the First Amendment issues raised by Morison are real and substantial and require the

105. See, e.g., infra notes 109-112.
106. See Morison, 844 F.2d at 1060.
107. Id. at 1077.
108. Id. at 1080-1081 (Wilkinson, J., concurring); id. at 1085-1086 (Phillips, J., concurring)
110. Id. at 1084.
serious attention which his concurring opinion then gives them.”\textsuperscript{111} He also
accepted Judge Wilkinson’s “general estimate” that leaks exposing important
news will not be punished, deeming it “the critical judicial determination forced
by the First Amendment arguments advanced in this case.”\textsuperscript{112}

To be sure, the \textit{Morison} court overall was exceedingly deferential to broad
statutory prosecution authorizations as applied to classified information leaks.
This is deeply problematic from the perspective of free speech theory, particu-
larly given the realities of over-classification and selective leaking from the top.
Nonetheless, the concurring statements in \textit{Morison} of two of the three judges
leave room, however narrow, for case-by-case arguments to the effect that some
prosecuted speech is of such high value as to warrant tougher judicial scrutiny
than that accorded Morison. Similarly, recall that the District Court in \textit{Rosen}, a
court within the Fourth Circuit, took a more protective view still of the
case-by-case fact-finding demanded where third parties are prosecuted for
publishing classified information.\textsuperscript{113}

While no Supreme Court precedent directly addresses classified speech pros-
ecutions, some do, as we have seen, contain reasoning that could be deemed
dismissive of any First Amendment concerns about the same.\textsuperscript{114} Yet there are
forceful reasons against extending such cases beyond their facts. As for \textit{Penta-
gon Papers}, it would be imprudent for courts to extrapolate very much from the
dissenting or concurring opinions. Prosecutions – of either leakers or the press –
simply were not at issue in the case.\textsuperscript{115} While this point alone counsels caution,
it is further warranted in light of the tremendous time pressure under which the
case was briefed, argued, and decided. As observed in Justice Harlan’s dissent-
ing opinion:

Both the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit and the Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit rendered judgment on June 23. The New
York Times’ petition for certiorari, its motion for accelerated consideration
thereof, and its application for interim relief were filed in this Court on June
24 at about 11 a.m. The application of the United States for interim relief in
the Post case was also filed here on June 24 at about 7:15 p.m. This Court’s
order setting a hearing before us on June 26 at 11 a.m., a course which I
joined only to avoid the possibility of even more peremptory action by the
Court, was issued less than 24 hours before. The record in the Post case was
filed with the Clerk shortly before 1 p.m. on June 25; the record in the Times
case did not arrive until 7 or 8 o’clock that same night. The briefs of the
parties were received less than two hours before argument on June 26.\textsuperscript{116}

\textsuperscript{111} Id. at 1085 (Phillips, J., concurring).
\textsuperscript{112} Id. at 1086.
\textsuperscript{115} N.Y. Times Co. v. United States, 403 U.S. 713, 714 (1971).
\textsuperscript{116} Id. at 753 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
The Court’s decision, the concurrences, and the dissents all were issued just four days after oral argument, on June 30, 1971. Given the sense of urgency surrounding the case, one should hesitate to draw broad lessons from the dissenter’s view that the prior restraint should have been continued long enough to permit thorough judicial consideration. The same caution applies to concurring statements to the effect that a prior restraint was out of order, but that the government might have other viable options, including criminal prosecution.117

Snepp, too, can and should be limited to its facts. It is true that the Snepp Court emphasized the executive’s prerogative to control classified information. Given that prerogative and given Snepp’s employment with the CIA, the Court deemed a pre-publication review agreement a reasonable and constitutional means for the CIA to protect classified information. Yet much of the opinion’s force comes in its approval of the trial court’s remedy for Snepp’s breach of the agreement. Specifically, the Court approved a constructive trust on the proceeds of Snepp’s book, which Snepp had failed to submit to the CIA for review. A constructive trust, the court explained, is “the natural and customary consequence of a breach of trust. It deals fairly with both parties by conforming relief to the dimensions of the wrong. . . . Since the remedy reaches only funds attributable to the breach, it cannot saddle the former agent with exemplary damages out of all proportion to his gain.”118 Snepp thus does not embrace an unfettered executive discretion to control classified information or an unfettered legislative discretion to authorize any means of control. To the contrary, it leaves room for fact-sensitive analyses to determine whether a given punishment for classified speech goes too far.119

Furthermore, Snepp was rife with procedural irregularities. In his petition for certiorari, Snepp had asked the Supreme Court to consider the constitutionality of the injunctive and damages remedies upheld by the appellate court. The government responded with a conditional cross-petition, asking the Court, if it granted Snepp’s certiorari petition, also to review the appellate court’s rejection of the constructive trust remedy that the trial court had approved.120 The Supreme Court’s per curiam opinion focused on the constructive trust issue. The Court’s response to Snepp’s First Amendment objections was shoe-horned into a single footnote. Because the Court barely addressed the issues raised by Snepp, the dissent argued that the Court had effectively denied Snepp’s petition

117. Cf. Edgar & Schmidt, supra note 11, at 361 (“A number of the Justices volunteered readings of the espionage statutes in relation to hypothetical criminal proceedings against the publishers, reporters and information sources involved, even though such questions had not been briefed, were dreadfully difficult, and were quite unnecessary to a ruling about the injunction.”).
119. See also Goldston, et al., supra note 9, at 441-442 (citing the case’s unusual procedural posture and “cursory attention to First Amendment questions” as an additional basis for caution in applying its holding).
for certiorari and thus lacked jurisdiction over the case, given the conditional
nature of the government's cross-petition. Moreover, the Court decided the
case without benefit of merits briefs or oral argument. As Archibald Cox
wrote at the time, "One would have supposed that the extent of the govern-
ment's authority to silence its officials and employees and thereby deprive
the public of access to information about government activity was not too obvious
to deserve deliberate judicial consideration."  

b. The Limits of the Waiver Theory in the Case Law

As we have seen, aspects of the case law also support a second basis to deny
leakers much if any First Amendment protection. This basis rests on the grounds
that government insiders effectively waive rights to disclose information that
they access through government employment or as a result of secrecy agree-
ments.

The limited reach of this proposition as it appears in two important
cases – Morison and Snepp – parallels the two cases' limits as they relate to the
argument against classified speech protections generally. As for Morison, the
Court's opinion – despite its sweeping rhetoric to the effect that Morison en-
gaged not in speech but in theft and a violation of his employment terms – again
must be viewed in light of the separate opinions of two of the three judges on
the panel. While those opinions too are broadly deferential to the executive,
they acknowledge that serious First Amendment issues are at stake and suggest
that Morison does not preclude future courts from taking into account the value
of particular leaks in assessing prosecutions. As for Snepp, the opinion's reach
is limited by its remedy-specific reasoning. The Snepp Court did deem a former
CIA employee to have waived his First Amendment rights when he agreed to
submit future writings to the CIA for pre-publication review so that the agency
could check for classified information. Yet an important feature of the Court's
reasoning was its attention to the tight fit between the remedy that it approved
– a constructive trust against book proceeds – and the nature of the contractual
breach at issue. Furthermore, Snepp's procedural irregularities independently
warrant caution in extending its holding beyond its facts.

Moving to other cases that provide some support for the waiver theory, it also
is too great a stretch to read language in Aguilar v. United States to mean that
government employees are fully unprotected in all contexts from revealing
information that they have agreed not to reveal. Recall that the Supreme Court
in Aguilar upheld a federal judge's conviction for revealing a wiretap order to
its subject. Citing Snepp, the Aguilar Court explained that "[a]s to one who
voluntarily assumed a duty of confidentiality, governmental restrictions on

121. Snepp, 444 U.S. at 524-525 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
122. Archibald Cox, Foreword: Freedom of Expression in the Burger Court, 94 Harv. L. Rev. 1,
9-10 (1980); Orentlicher, supra note 120, at 665 n.23.
123. Cox, supra note 122, at 9-10.
Disclosure are not subject to the same stringent standards that would apply to efforts to impose restrictions on unwilling members of the public."\textsuperscript{124} This statement tells us only that the voluntary commitment element is a factor that lowers the level of constitutional protection relative to what it otherwise would be. It does not mean that First Amendment protections fail to apply at all. Indeed, the \textit{Aguilar} Court stressed that the relevant statute targeted only disclosures of wiretap orders or applications intended to impede the same.\textsuperscript{125} The Court also cited the obvious state interests in preventing this narrow set of disclosures.\textsuperscript{126} To the extent that lower courts cite \textit{Aguilar} for the broader proposition that voluntary non-disclosure agreements erase a contracting party's First Amendment rights, they misread it. Furthermore, to the extent that the U.S. Courts of Appeals for the District of Columbia and Second Circuits in particular have cited \textit{Aguilar} for this overly broad proposition, they have done so in a manner unnecessary to their holdings and in cases limitable to their facts.\textsuperscript{127} The \textit{Pickering} line of cases should not be construed to bear negatively on leakers' constitutional protections against prosecution. As with \textit{Snepp}, the reasoning of the \textit{Pickering} cases is tied closely to particular remedies. Throughout the latter precedents, the Supreme Court considers government’s discretion to act as an employer to discipline its employees—that is, to fire or demote them—for their speech. The Court engages in case-by-case balancing between “the interests of the [employee], as a citizen, in commenting upon matters of public concern and the interest of the State, as an employer, in promoting the effi-

\textsuperscript{125} Id. at 602.
\textsuperscript{126} Id. at 605-06.
\textsuperscript{127} In \textit{Wilson v. CIA}, the Second Circuit correctly cited \textit{Aguilar}'s limited statement about the relative protection accorded speakers who voluntarily take on non-disclosure obligations. \textit{Wilson v. CIA}, 586 F.3d 171, 183 (2d Cir. 2009). It went on, however, to suggest the broader point that “once a government employee signs an agreement not to disclose information properly classified pursuant to executive order, that employee ‘simply has no First Amendment right to publish’ such information.” \textit{Id.} at 183-184. For the latter point it relied on \textit{Snepp} and other cases specific to the issue of pre-publication review contractual enforcement. \textit{Id.} at 183-186. Two years after \textit{Wilson}, the D.C. Circuit framed \textit{Aguilar}'s reasoning more broadly still. In \textit{Boehner v. McDermott}, the D.C. Circuit wrote: “\textit{Aguilar} stands for the principle that those who accept positions of trust involving a duty not to disclose information they lawfully acquire while performing their responsibilities have no First Amendment right to disclose that information.” \textit{Boehner}, 484 F.3d 573, 579 (2007). The \textit{Boehner} Court upheld a damages award against U.S. Representative McDermott for disclosing an illegally obtained recording of a conference call that took place among a group of other congresspersons. \textit{Id.} at 575, 581. The court explained that Representative McDermott, as a member of the House Ethics Committee investigating a party to the phone call, had explicitly taken on special duties of confidentiality. \textit{Id.} at 579-581. \textit{Boehner} can and should, however, be limited to its facts, which are not incompatible with the notion that executive branch insiders who leak classified information merit a degree of First Amendment protection. \textit{Boehner}'s characterization of the \textit{Aguilar} Court's reasoning is dicta, and it misstates the \textit{Aguilar} Court’s limited position. \textit{See id.} at 588-589 (Sentelle, J., dissenting) (criticizing the \textit{Boehner} majority's reading of \textit{Aguilar} on grounds similar to those advanced here). For its part, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia also erred in citing \textit{Boehner}'s mischaracterization of \textit{Aguilar} to support its own rejection of Stephen Kim's motion to dismiss his indictment for leaking classified information. United States v. Kim, 808 F. Supp. 2d 44, 57 (D.D.C. 2011).
ciency of the public services it performs through its employees.”

Underlying the employer’s side of the balance, then, is the Court’s view that public employers, like private ones, need discretion to deal with employee speech that negatively impacts the workplace. To protect such discretion, the *Garcetti* Court went so far as to deem the *Pickering* balancing test – and hence First Amendment protections – inapplicable to employees disciplined for “statements [made] pursuant to their official duties.” Such a limit was necessary, said the Court, to avoid “constitutionaliz[ing] the employee grievance.”

The *Pickering* cases, in short, are concerned with the government’s need for discretion when it acts as an employer in disciplining or dismissing employees. The deference that the cases give government employers to fire or discipline employees for their speech – whether through the application of *Pickering* balancing or through *Garcetti*’s categorical exclusion of some speech from protection – is not translatable to the realm of criminal punishment.

Finally, recall that at least one commentator reads *Garcetti* – which deemed *Pickering*’s protections inapplicable to speech “made pursuant to the employee’s official duties” – to remove any First Amendment protections for classified information leaks because leakers access such information through their employment. Even if we assume that *Garcetti* applies to criminal prosecutions, its categorical exemption should not be construed so broadly. True, the *Garcetti* Court stated that “[r]estricting speech that owes its existence to a public employee’s professional responsibilities does not infringe any liberties the employee might have enjoyed as a private citizen.” But the logic of *Garcetti* on the whole – and of the earlier cases on which it builds – cuts against interpreting the statement to preclude protection for information gleaned through government employment. Rather, the statement is best read to mean that speech that is itself part of one’s job is not protected. The latter interpretation is tailored to the *Garcetti* Court’s goal to avoid “constitutionaliz[ing] the employee grievance.”

The former interpretation, on the other hand, would dramatically undercut a premise – cited throughout the *Pickering* cases and reiterated in *Garcetti* itself – underlying the speech value side of the *Pickering* balance. That is, government employees have special value to add to the public debate by virtue of their inside knowledge, and the public has an important “interest in

---
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132. *Garcetti*, 547 U.S. at 421-422; see also Vladeck, supra note 9, at 1540 (citing this language and interpreting it to preclude constitutional protection for leaking classified information).
receiving [their] well-informed views." Indeed, the D.C. Circuit in Wilson v. CIA, which involved Valerie Plame Wilson's efforts to include some classified information about her CIA service in a book, observed in a footnote that "[t]his case does not implicate the concerns discussed in Garcetti." Other federal courts similarly have found Garcetti inapplicable to speech conducted outside of one's employment responsibilities, even where the speech consists of information learned through, and about, that employment.

2. The Doctrinal Seeds of an Affirmative Case for Protecting Leakers

Precedent also contains the seeds of an affirmative case for robustly protecting leakers. Two foundational elements of the case are the notions that information about government is of central importance under the First Amendment and that suspicion is warranted when the government seeks to shield information about itself from the public. Both ideas find substantial support in precedent. On the first point, the Supreme Court has made clear that speech on matters of public importance is at the heart of the First Amendment. Such speech not only benefits speakers, but is vital to the constitutional system. If elections and inter-branch checks and balances are to be more than mere facades, the people must have opportunities to learn and convey information and debate ideas.

Expounding on these points, the Court has observed:

The freedom of speech and of the press guaranteed by the Constitution embraces at the least the liberty to discuss publicly and truthfully all matters of public concern without previous restraint or fear of subsequent punishment. The exigencies of the colonial period and the efforts to secure freedom from oppressive administration developed a broadened conception of these liberties as adequate to supply the public need for information and education with respect to the significant issues of the times.

Appreciation for the value of speech about government and public affairs is

134. Id. at 419; see also id. at 419-420 (approvingly citing earlier cases to the effect that government employees are especially well qualified to comment on matters that pertain to their employment).
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closely intertwined with fears that the government will abuse censorial powers to single out speech that it dislikes, including that which it perceives to threaten its comfort or credibility. As the material just quoted reflects, the Court recognizes the very real risk—and long history—of such abuses as important factors underlying its free speech jurisprudence. Fear of government abuse, combined with recognition of speech’s affirmative value, are manifest in doctrines designed to limit government’s discretion to punish speech for its content. Among these doctrines is the “content distinction” rule, which amounts to a strong presumption against laws or law enforcement based on the viewpoint, subject matter, or communicative impact of speech.¹⁴⁰

Long experience also demonstrates the special risks posed where government seeks to punish speech that ostensibly threatens to cause violence or harm national security. From World War I through the early Cold War years, the Court regularly upheld prosecutions for anti-war, communist, and socialist speech. There is wide consensus in retrospect that the prosecutions were poorly justified and that the Court unduly deferred to the government in upholding them.¹⁴¹ The Court appeared to have internalized these lessons by 1969, when it decided Brandenburg v. Ohio.¹⁴² In Brandenburg, the Court announced that one cannot constitutionally be punished for speech linked to terrorism or to other dangerous activity unless the speech is intended to incite, and likely to incite, imminent, lawless action.¹⁴³ The Brandenburg Court also made clear that the judiciary has the final word in striking this balance.¹⁴⁴

The Supreme Court’s appreciation for the informing and deliberative functions of speech and its wariness of government abuse are manifest further in the Court’s attentiveness to the chilling effect of speech restrictions. The Court has repeatedly observed that free speech is harmed not only by unwarranted punishments, but by the self-censorship of those who fear the same.¹⁴⁵ Speakers may play it safe in the face of vague or far-reaching laws, saying nothing that risks angering powerful members of society. Such reasoning was central to the Supreme Court’s opinion in New York Times Co. v. Sullivan establishing strong First Amendment protections for speakers accused of defaming public officials.¹⁴⁶ The Court deemed it better for protections to be so strong that some


¹⁴⁴ Id. at 447-449; see also Landmark Commc’ns, Inc. v. Virginia, 435 U.S. 829, 842-844 (1978).
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defamatory speech will go unpunished, than so weak that "would-be critics of official conduct may be deterred from voicing their criticism."\textsuperscript{147}

These aspects of precedent lend support not only to protecting classified speech generally, but to protecting leakers in particular. A government employee, lacking the high-level political support of an authorized leaker or the resources of many third-party publishers, is especially vulnerable to chilling with respect to classified speech that high-level officials are likely to deem unwelcome for its content.

The \textit{Pickering} line of cases shines the most direct light on the unique constitutional value of leaks from government insiders. In \textit{Garcetti}, the Supreme Court explained that "the First Amendment interests at stake extend beyond the individual speaker. The Court has acknowledged the importance of promoting the public's interest in receiving the well-informed views of government employees engaging in civic discussion."\textsuperscript{148} Indeed, public employees can make uniquely important contributions to the speech marketplace precisely because of knowledge gained through their work. In \textit{Pickering}, the Court observed that "[t]eachers are, as a class, the members of a community most likely to have informed and definite opinions as to how funds allotted to the operations of the schools should be spent. Accordingly, it is essential that they be able to speak out freely on such questions without fear of retaliatory dismissal."\textsuperscript{149}

Such speech value does not disappear in the context of national security and classified information. To the contrary, the very secrecy of these contexts heightens the value of the information flow, even as the state's interests on the other side of the balance may be heightened as well.

\section{III. Calibrating Leaker Punishments and Protections}

\subsection*{A. The Problem With the Mixed Approach}

To be sure, the government has a compelling interest in protecting information that will harm national security if released. The executive branch also requires leeway to control its employees and operations so that it may execute the law effectively. But profound interests also counsel against excessive executive discretion to punish information leaks, and those interests too are deeply grounded in the Constitution.

Perhaps the closest that we have seen to a resolution of this tension – primarily among commentators, though also through indirect judicial suggestion – is a mixed approach whereby third-party publishers and government insiders are placed on opposite ends of the free speech spectrum. From this perspective, the former are fully protected when they publish classified information, and they

\textsuperscript{147} Id.


cannot be punished unless publication is intended to, and likely does, create a danger of imminent illegality. The default status for the latter, on the other hand, is a complete lack of protection, although some exceptions might be established, for example, when the leaker can prove that the leaked information concerned illegal activity.

The mixed approach has a certain intuitive appeal. The tensions raised in the classified leaks context arise not only from competing substantive interests, but also from competing institutional roles and competencies. The mixed approach hinges protection on one's institutional relationship to classified information, that is, on whether one accessed the information through affiliation with the institution charged to protect it, or from outside of that institution. The approach thus appears, on the one hand, to support the constitutional and practical interests of the executive by according it nearly full control over its own operations and personnel. On the other hand, it leaves outsiders free to check executive secrecy by exercising their speech and press rights.

Yet despite the validity of the mixed approach's core insight—that the different institutional positions of leakers and third-party publishers are constitutionally important—the approach is oversimplified and under-protects leakers as a result. Its oversimplification—and resulting under-protection—occurs on two levels. First, the approach overlooks the constitutional role of checks from within the executive branch. As we have seen, internal checks—including informational checks against secrecy abuses—are an important feature of the constitutional scheme for the separation of powers. The First Amendment is designed partly to support this scheme. Second, the mixed approach underestimates the degree to which executive control of leakers can chill speech of public importance, cut off news to third-party publishers, and upset the flow of information among citizens.

Indeed, we are in unchartered territory at present, given the extraordinary number of leaker prosecutions brought thus far in the Obama administration. There are many reasons for this dramatic uptick. First, as I have explored elsewhere, theories of strong presidential power increasingly are moving into the mainstream, and these include theories to the effect that information ceases to be speech once it is classified by the executive branch. While many assumed that these theories were outliers that would disappear with the George W. Bush administration, the Obama administration in fact has had more political leeway to implement these theories, albeit in different forms and with less inflammatory rhetoric. Second, political and legal developments of the past
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several years have made the executive branch increasingly willing to subpoena journalists to demand source information.\textsuperscript{152} Third, new investigative powers and methods have opened new avenues for the Justice Department to track down leakers, even without journalistic cooperation.\textsuperscript{153}

These explanations surely are not exhaustive. In any event, the reasons for heightened executive boldness in pursuing leak prosecutions, while important and instructive, are beside the immediate point. The immediate point is simply this: It is faulty to assume that a constitutionally healthy information flow can be maintained in the face of nearly unfettered executive discretion to classify information and punish its leaking. Even if third-party publishers themselves retain broad freedoms to publish such information, they cannot do so without insider leaks. The “mixed approach” thus depends on executive restraint to operate properly. Yet as a theoretical matter, the information flow necessary to support constitutional checks and balances should not hinge on voluntary executive restraint. As a practical matter, we may be witnessing the end of executive restraint and the disintegration of any previously maintained balance.

\textbf{B. Calibrating Leaker Protections and Punishments}

Executive branch insiders thus occupy a constitutional position more complicated than that reflected in the mixed approach. On the one hand, insiders are a part of the executive branch’s machinery. As such, they properly are subject to executive control beyond that to which ordinary citizens are subject. The executive should not be required to tolerate employees who actively undermine the execution of the law. Nor must it support employees’ use of government resources and special access privileges to do so. At the same time, executive branch insiders have a constitutional significance that is not exhausted by their role as servants of the branch. They occupy another, equally important position in the constitutional structure—that of potential checks on abuses or mistakes to which they alone may be privy.

The constitutional balance between executive control and checks on the executive thus cannot be satisfied by a scheme that grants the executive complete or near complete control over classified information leaks. What is called for is a more nuanced calibration of protections and allowable punishments. The calibration should reflect two factors. First, it must be grounded partly in the relationship between the employee’s institutional role and the


punishment sought by the government. Second, it must reflect a considered balance between the constitutional value in deterring leaks and that in avoiding over-deterrence of leaks.

For present purposes, three outcomes of this calibration warrant note. First, classified leaks should be treated like other government employee speech when employment sanctions such as dismissal or demotion are at issue. Under current doctrine, this means that the *Pickering* balancing test should apply when employees are disciplined for leaks. Second, the government must meet a considerably higher threshold to impose criminal or civil, rather than employment-based administrative penalties. Third, courts should consider varying the precise nature of the government’s burden with the severity of the penalty sought in the criminal or civil context. I propose that efforts to impose severe sanctions— for example, prosecutions with the possibility of several years in prison or potentially bankrupting monetary penalties—require a showing that the leaker lacked an objectively *reasonable* basis to believe that the public interest in disclosure outweighed identifiable national security harms. Efforts to impose less severe sanctions— for instance, prosecutions that raise the possibility of little if any incarceration time—may warrant a lesser standard. I would propose that the government in the latter cases be required to demonstrate that the leaker lacked an objectively *substantial* basis to believe that the public interest in disclosure outweighed identifiable national security harms.

In the context of employment-based, administrative sanctions, the government’s case for control is at its apex as a matter both of institutional position and leaker incentives. As for institutional position, arguments that the government needs control over its employees are most plausible when that control is tied to employment. Arguments from the employment relationship become more strained when the government seeks to step out of its employer role and into its sovereign role to prosecute employees criminally or to impose civil punishments. The institutional point also intersects with concerns over leaker incentives. Certainly, a job loss, demotion, or security clearance loss can be devastating. This is why the government must not have unfettered power to impose such sanctions, given the free speech value in insider leaks. Yet employment sanctions may pale next to the prospect of a lengthy prison sentence or bankrupting fines. The *Pickering* test— which accords the government substantial but not unfettered discretion over employee leaks—thus strikes a fair balance with respect to the government’s power to impose employment-based penalties. As a practical matter, the outcome of the *Pickering* test as applied to classified information leaks may well result in a situation whereby the government is free to impose employment sanctions for leaks of classified information except where an employee exposes illegality or other fairly clear-cut wrongdoing.154

---
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In the context of prosecution, the threshold for government success must be considerably higher. As a matter of institutional position, the government as employer is very differently situated from the government as prosecutor. In a free society, government necessarily has far less control over persons qua persons than it has over persons qua government employees. This translates to a much narrower discretion on the government’s part to prosecute its employees under the criminal law than to punish them through the terms and conditions of their employment. The need to strike a balance between under-deterring and over-deterring leaks also militates in favor of a high prosecutorial burden. Even with a high burden, the possibility of prosecution surely has a chilling effect, as does the likelihood of employment-based repercussions.

Given the importance of calibrating penalties and punishments in this context, it also is advisable for courts to consider varying the government’s burden with the severity of the offense charged and the associated penalties. Such calibration is hardly unprecedented. This is particularly so in the free speech context where speech value must be balanced against different types and levels of harm, and where chilling effects complicate matters further. In the defamation setting, for example, courts long have subjected plaintiffs to burdens that vary with their status as private or public figures and with the types of damages sought.\textsuperscript{155}

Finally, two additional points bear mention. First, plaintiffs’ burdens in civil damages actions against leakers ought generally to parallel those of the government in criminal cases.\textsuperscript{156} Thus, plaintiffs seeking punitive damages generally should be subject to the higher burden of proof described above, while plaintiffs seeking only actual damages generally should be subject to the lower burden of proof. However, there may be factors that require more tailored analysis in particular civil cases. Recall, for instance, the constructive trust at issue in Snepp, and the Court’s analysis linking that remedy to contractual breach.

Second, leakers should be categorically protected from criminal prosecution or employment based sanctions for leaks that disclose illegal government conduct. To be clear, such protection would not suffice were it leakers’ only constitutional shield. Controversy inevitably will surround questions of what is “illegal,” particularly insofar as administrations can be expected to argue that

\textsuperscript{155} See, e.g., ERWIN CHEMERINSKY, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES, §11.3.5.2, Defamation, 1008-1018 (2d ed. 2002) (summarizing these distinctions in defamation and libel law).

\textsuperscript{156} Cf. N.Y. Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 279 (1964) (“What a State may not constitutionally bring about by means of a criminal statute is likewise beyond the reach of its civil law of libel. The fear of damage awards under a rule such as that invoked by the Alabama courts here may be markedly more inhibiting than the fear of prosecution under a criminal statute.”); Garrison v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 64, 74 (1964) (stating that the reasons for imposing a high burden on defamation plaintiffs in Sullivan “apply with no less force merely because the remedy is criminal”). Thanks very much to Mary Rose Papandrea for suggesting that I address the question of civil damages.
some statutory violations are legal under Article II. More fundamentally, such protection, standing on its own, would misallocate the appropriate burdens. Both constitutional reasoning and the reality of classification militate against embedding into constitutional law the presumption that classified information leaks are punishable unless they reveal particular categories of information, such as illegal conduct. Rather, the centrality of speech about government to our system, the risk of a chilling effect on speech, and well-justified fears that government will abuse secrecy and censorial powers warrant broader-based leaker protections. Nonetheless, the categorical permissibility of leaks about illegal activity, while inadequate standing alone, is a useful supplement to the other protective elements suggested above.

On this latter point, the defamation context again offers an instructive parallel. The Supreme Court long has taken the positions both that “there is no constitutional value in false statements of fact” and that the First Amendment is not satisfied by a mere defense of truth for persons accused of defamation. The Court has explained that, under a truth defense regime:

[W]ould-be critics of official conduct may be deterred from voicing their criticism, even though it is believed to be true and even though it is in fact true, because of doubt whether it can be proved in court or fear of the expense of having to do so. They tend to make only statements which “steer far wider of the unlawful zone.” The rule thus dampens the vigor and limits the variety of public debate.

In the context of classified information leaks, the argument for protections beyond an “illegality defense” is even stronger. The risk of deterring leaks about illegal activities roughly parallels the risk of chilling truthful speech in the defamation context. Yet in the classified leaks setting, there is another, independent basis for concern. That is the risk of stifling other valuable classified speech, beyond that exposing illegality. As we have seen, much classified speech, including but not limited to that revealing illegality, is of high value. Furthermore, wide government discretion to punish classified speech generally is a dangerous tool by which government can manipulate the flow of news and information.

157. See, e.g., Heidi Kitrosser, Shell Game, supra note 150, at 483-486 (citing influence and ubiquity of such “exclusivity” arguments).
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C. Addressing Objections to Calibration

One might object to the very notion of calibrating First Amendment protections by the nature of the penalty that the government seeks to impose. An objector might point out that First Amendment protections typically hinge on what a restriction targets—whether, for instance, a law targets speech on the basis of its content and whether that content falls into an unprotected speech category—rather than the type of penalty imposed. He or she might deem it unwise to stray from this approach. Calibration could prove unwieldy. Or it might dilute speech protections, making judges more willing to approve restrictions than they otherwise would, so long as those restrictions are paired with relatively light penalties.160

In responding to these concerns, it is useful to divide calibration into two categories. The first category involves calibration based on the institutional nature of the punishment. For our purposes, that means calibration based on whether the government seeks to impose an administrative punishment in its capacity as employer—such as to fire or demote—or whether it seeks to impose a criminal or civil punishment in its capacity as sovereign. The second category entails calibration based on a punishment’s severity.

With respect to institutional calibration, there is a growing scholarly literature that evaluates the extent to which courts do, and should, differentiate between speech restrictions imposed on and within different types of institutions.161 This essay’s focus, however, is solely on one such differentiation—that between penalties imposed by the government as employer and those imposed by the government as sovereign. The distinction is warranted for two reasons. First, it is justified as a matter of constitutional theory. As elaborated earlier, leakers occupy two very different roles in the constitutional framework from the perspectives of both separation of powers and free speech theory. In their role as parts of the executive branch machinery, the government has a strong claim to controlling them. In their role as potentially uniquely valuable contributors to the marketplace of ideas, the government has a much weaker claim to controlling them. This tension is best reconciled by giving the government relatively wide leeway to punish leakers through means tied to their status as executive branch insiders, while keeping tight reigns on government punishments that target leakers’ personal freedom or property apart from their insider roles.

Second, courts already rely on institutionally specific reasoning to argue that the First Amendment grants government employers substantial discretion to punish employees for their speech. As explained earlier, courts rationalize this
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approach in no small part by citing the government’s heightened needs to control speech *when it acts as an employer*. It is extending such discretion to government in its role as *sovereign*, and not resistance to the same, that demands a new and independent justification.

As for calibration based on penalty severity, it is clearly warranted in at least two cases, and worth serious consideration in a third. First, it is clearly warranted as a basis to limit the reach of *Snepp’s* dismissive approach to the First Amendment considerations raised in that case. As discussed above, the *Snepp* Court itself relied heavily on the tight fit between the penalty imposed and the nature of Snepp’s transgression. Second, it is warranted as a supplemental justification for distinguishing employment-based sanctions from criminal or civil penalties. The central theoretical rationale for the institution-based distinction is the need to reconcile the tension between government employees' roles as part of the executive branch machinery and their roles as uniquely valuable potential speakers. As we have seen, this concern justifies distinguishing government’s capacity to punish as an employer from its capacity to do so as a sovereign. This distinction is important not only as a matter of institutional separation, but because it balances the value of government discretion over speech against the dangers of the same. It does so by limiting the realms in which, and hence the extent to which, government can punish speech with relative ease.

A third reason to calibrate protections by penalty severity simply is to enable a more delicate fine-tuning of the competing interests at stake, even where penalties are not institutionally distinct. This rationale would apply where, for example, criminal penalties are assessed under different standards depending on their relative severity. Such an approach is not the norm in First Amendment law, though it also is not unprecedented as defamation law and the strong presumption against prior restraints reflect. As discussed above in Part III.B, a two-pronged standard for judicial review of criminal or civil leak punishments, varying with the punishments' relative severity, may be warranted in light of the competing constitutional considerations at stake and the consequent difficulty in calibrating speaker incentives. Yet given possible problems with this approach – including unwieldiness or diluted constitutional protections – this suggestion is made tentatively, as a call for further consideration. For reasons already discussed, however, judicial distinctions clearly are called for as between employment-based punishments and criminal or civil punishments.

**Conclusion**

Executive branch insiders who spill secrets without authorization embody a necessary paradox of the constitutional design. The executive branch is structured to run energetically, and, when necessary, with secrecy. Yet it is also built not just to withstand, but to facilitate occasional leaks. The founders, as we have seen, wanted no part of a presidency staffed with “minions and favourites,” persons whom the President could use as a “screen . . . [to] hide . . . his negli-
gence, or inattention . . . [or] criminality." This paradox is an aspect of the separation of powers, one that the First Amendment is designed to support.

Honoring this design entails remembering that classified information is, first and foremost, information about government. It also entails a healthy suspicion of government declarations to the effect that such information is off limits for public review. Such suspicion is justified not only as a matter of theory, but in light of the realities of massive over-classification and longstanding practices of selective leaking.

None of this is to deny that some secrets are very necessary, that some leaks deserve to be prosecuted, or that the executive branch has a constitutionally legitimate interest in managing its operations and employees. But these points must be placed in perspective. Some secrets are necessary, but many – perhaps most, if experts from across administrations and parties are to be believed – are not. Indeed, unnecessary secrecy itself can harm the national interest, including national security. More to the point, the notions that the executive alone can and must decide what shall be secret and what shall be known, and that checks on free speech can turn on these designations, are a bridge too far. These notions overlook a crucial half of the constitutional scheme for presidential power, a scheme reflected in founding assurances that the President, while capable of secrecy and vigor, will be “narrowly watched” so that the people can “discover[] with facility and clearness” his misdoings. 163
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